
 

 
 

 

 

HAMP UPDATE          August 12, 2009 

New HAMP Compliance Requirements for Implementation or 
Customization of Base NPV Model 3.0 Announced 
 
 
On August 7, 2009, new Home Affordable Modification Program (HAMP) compliance requirements 
were published in the following documents on HMPadmin.com for servicers implementing or 
customizing (if eligible*) Base NPV Model v3.0 on their own systems: 

 Base NPV Model Documentation v3.0  
 Supplemental Documentation -- FAQs 

Compliance Requirements Overview 

 Servicers electing either to implement the NPV model on their own systems or, where eligible*, 
create a customized version must successfully pass an NPV output test to ensure that the 
servicer's NPV model outputs are consistent with those of the Base NPV Model v3.0 before 
they begin using their model.  

 The MHA Compliance Agent (Freddie Mac) will administer and evaluate the results of all 
servicer NPV output tests and provide the necessary clearance for servicers to begin using 
their own NPV models. The test will involve running a dataset of sample modifications against 
the servicer's NPV model. To pass the test, the servicer NPV model results for the entire 
dataset of sample modifications must be consistent with the corresponding base NPV model 
results, within a defined threshold of acceptable variance. Additional instructions regarding the 
NPV output test can be obtained upon request from Dane D'Alessandro, Director, Program 
Management, MHA Compliance.  

 Subsequent to the test, servicers electing to use a customized version of the NPV model will 
be asked to provide documentation on methodology and key assumptions, as well as evidence 
that the servicer has instituted adequate controls and governance procedures with respect to 
the model.  

 NPV compliance testing will be conducted on an ongoing basis for the life of the HAMP 
program, and will be triggered both by changes to the base NPV model and by servicer-driven 
changes, such as migration to new systems, subsequent decisions to use servicer-specific 
default rates (where permitted) or to change those rates, and other related factors.  

 Servicers of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac loans must follow the respective GSE's guidance 
regarding building the NPV model into their own platform/system or customizing the NPV 
model. 
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Important Actions for Servicers  
Registered servicers implementing or customizing (if eligible*) Base NPV Model v3.0 on their own 
systems should take the following actions beginning August 7, 2009: 

 Use Base NPV Model Documentation v3.0 (available in the Participating Servicer section of 
HMPadmin.com) for additional guidance on HAMP compliance requirements.  

 Use Supplemental Documentation -- FAQs (available in the Programs section of 
HMPadmin.com) for additional guidance on HAMP compliance requirements. 

(*Servicers with at least a $40 billion servicing book may choose to build and implement a proprietary 
model.) 

Questions? 
Please contact the HAMP Support Center at support@hmpadmin.com or 1-866-939-4469. 
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